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Adjust-A-Spray TM

Solid Brass, Adjustable Spray Showerheads

Whedon Proudcts, Inc.
“The Flow Pro”

Powerful and Pleasing shower spray
Creates an adjustable conical spray pattern made up of many stram of
water.  The lever moves the face plate up and down which changes the
diameter of the streams, the thinner they become the faster the water
flow, the thicker, the slower.  With this each user can adjust the spray
force to what they like.  The face plate also includes a ring of smaller
holes to provide a soft spray in the middle of the conical spray pattern for
full body coverage.
2.5 GPM Flow Rate
Adjust-A-Sprays are designed to provide a strong, invigorating shower
spray with excellent rinsing force using only 2.5 Gallons Per Minute.
2 sizes to choose from
The smaller Standard FP3 models are 1-3/4” diameter at the face, the
larger Elite FP4 models are 2-1/4”
Made of Solid Brass, 3 finishes
All major components, except sealing washers, are made of solid brass
and designed to last a lifetime.  Available in chrome, the large Elite series
is also available in polished brass or brush nickel finishes.
Vandal Proof Option
Stainless steel set screws installed in the coupling that make it harder for
some one to remove the shower from the shower arm.
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Adjust-A-SprayTM

Adjust-A-Spray   brass adjustable shower

FP3B Std. Adjust-A-Spray shower head, boxed 24.96
FP3C Std. Adjust-A-Spray shower head, carded 25.96
FP3VP Std. Adjust-A-Spray shower head, vandal proofed 27.96
FP4B Adjust-A-Spray Elite shower head, boxed 33.96
FP4C Adjust-A-Spray Elite shower head, carded 34.96
FP4VP Adjust-A-Spray Elite shower head, vandal proofed 36.96
FP4C-BP Adjust-A-Spray Elite, polished brass, carded 48.96
FP4C-N Adjust-A-Spray Elite, brush nickle, carded 48.96FP4C-N

TM

The Power Boost Advantage
All Adjust-A-Spray Shower Heads include our Power Boost Advantage, a flow regulating
system that allows the user with lower water pressure to adjust the force, and flow rate, of the
shower insuring a good quality shower at an energy and water saving flow rate of 2.5 Gallons Per
Minute (GPM).  The federal government has regulations that require all showers sold in the U.S.
use no more than 2.5 GPM at 80 psi - flowing.  Because very few people have water pressure
that high, and the lower your water pressure the lower your flow rate, we developed our Power
Boost system to insure those with lower water pressure can still get a good, enjoyable shower
flow.  This system consists of a series of 3 brass flow restricting discs installed in the shower
head, each with a slightly larger thru hole.   If you find the shower as is is too weak then simply
remove the top restricting disc and try it that way, if it is still to weak, remove the next, etc. etc.


